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The List-Length Effect Long-Term Memory:

Forgetting or Lack of Original Storage?

-The frame of reference used here comes from two -state

memory models (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1963) where the two memory

states are short -term memory (STD) and long-term memory (LTM).

The assumption is made that all attended items enter enter

STM; thereafter, they will bo forgotten from STM within 30

seconds of the time that rehearsal ceases (Peterson & Peter-

son, 1939). While in STN, they ma be transferred, or copied,

into LTM (Hebb, 1961) and items stored in LTN will eventually'

be forgotten. As used here, "learning" refern to the trans-

ferral of items from STM to LTM, and "forgetting" can be

.
interpreted either as an actual loss of information (trace

erosion) or as a loss of access to information still in

memory (retrieval failure). The critical argument is that

recall errors occurring after the duration of STM can reflect

either lack of original storage in LTF or forgetting from

LTM. This view is applied to a study by Shiffrin (1970a) and

also to some new data collected in a modification of Shiffrin's

paradigm.

The stated aim of Shiffrin's study (1970a) was to

differentially test two theories of forgetting:. trace erosion
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and retrieval failure. he used a delayed free-recall para-

2

digm where S studied and recalled a number of different free-

recall lists. The interesting innovation was that S always

recalled list N after seeing list ;1+1 (i.e., S always recalled

the list prior to the one just presented). Shiffrin found

that (a) the proportion of items recalled was independent of

the size ( 5 vs. 20 items) of the list intervening between

presentation and test of a given list and (b) the proportion

recalled was higher when the tested list was .5 (as opposed to

20) items in length. The interpretation of these results was

that the size of the tested list, but not the size of 'tile

intervening list, determines the amount or forgetzingi from

LTM. This will be referred to as the forgetting interpretation.

The forgetting interpretation implicitly assumes that all of

the to-be-recalled items were initially stored in during

item presentation. However, such an assumption is debatable

when one considers Shiffrin's rapid 1 sec/item presentation

rate, i.e., it seems doubtful that ail of the items were, in

fact, ever stored in LTH.

Without knowing how many items were stored in LTN prior

to presentation of the intervening list, it is impossible to

know how many were forgotten during the presentation of the

intervening list. Therefore, one can not rule out the follow-

ing interpretation, which will be called the lack-of-storage

interpretation. The main assumptions are: (a) the proportion
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of items stored in LTA is lower for 20-item lists than for

5-item lists; (b) the 5- vs 20-item intervening list was not

long enough to produce forgetting, much loss differential

forgetting, of the items in the test list; (c) the proportion

of items forgotten from INA is the same whether an item was a

member of a 5-item or 20-item list.

It seems inappropriate to apply the terms "retrieval

failure" or "trace erosion" to a retention-test error if the

item may not have been stored in LTA in the first place

(cf. Underwood, 1964) . Although the assumption is tenable

that all attended information enters short -term memory (STM),

it is not necessarily true that all attended information

enters LTA (cf.. Cohen & Johansson, 1967; Nelson, 1971). In

Order to obtain an estimate of forgetting from LTA--whether

it be retrieval failure or trace erosion--perhaps one should

examine the probability of a retention-test error r;iven that

the item could be recalled from LTA prior to the retention

interval. And to insure that original recall comes from LTA

rather than from STA, a short period of rehearsal-preventing

activity could be interpolated between item presentation and

original test; this would eliminate recall from STK but leave

recall from LTA unaffected (Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966; Postman

& Phillips, 1965).

Some data recently collected boar on the above issues.

Each of 32 Stanford undergraduates saw a long series of 5-
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or 20-item lirts, presented at a ral:e of 1 sec/it,.:m. Each

list contained items from a sinie catognry (e.g., FRU:TT:3)

5hlffrin's lists were not cat :crorized--to focus on ;7141viduni

items within the list rather than 011 tho entire list itself

(i.e., category cues could be given to insure that at all

timos'S was recalling items from the correct list as opposed

to an irrelevant list) . After each list was presented, S

counted backwards by threes-for seconds to eliminate recall

from STM, and then recalled as many items as ho could from the

list 'just seen. This original test (OT) provides a measure of

the number of items that originally were stored in LTM.

Periodically S received a second test--delayed test (DT)--on

a previous list, e.g., after the OT on the current list

WEAPONS, S saw a card that read "Second test, category.

FRUITS". -At the end of the entire series of 36 lists, S

received a final test (FT) where he was asked to recall all

of the items in the expf7sriment, first without the aid. of

category cues and then with the category names przwided. The

data relevant to the present issue come from two sources.

First, consider those lists that had a DT with one list

intervening between OT and DT--as in Shiffrin's study, the

size of the intervening list (5 or 20 items) and the size of

the DT list (5 or 20 items) were factorially combined in a

within-S design. The results are shown in Figure 1. As in

Shiffrin's study the unconditional probability of correct
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recall on DT was greater (p<.01) for 5-i.te7m DT listn than for

Insert Figure 1 about hero

20-itcm DT lists, and was unaffected by the size of the ;liter-

vening list (left panel of Figure 1). The question is, are

the nonrecalled items missed because they were forgotten from

LT or because they were never stored insi-LTN? Notice that

these unconditional DT probabilities aro nearly identical to

those from OT for the same lists (middle panel of Figure 1).

This correspondence between the OT and DT data support the

notion that the size of the DT list affects storage in LTN

rather than forgetting from LTM. As the right panel of Figure

1 shows, there was extremely little forgetting from LTii during

the trial on the intervening list, regardless of the-size of

the DT list or the size of the intervening list. Therefore,

even if 5-item intervening) lists do produce less forgetting

than 20-item intervening lists, the difference would not be

apparent because of the floor effect on the absolute amounts

of forgetting. 1

Second, even when forgetting from LTM does occur, it does

not differ as a function of list size. Figure 2 shows the

proportion of items from intervening lists (which did not have

any DT) that were missed in cued FT but had been correctly

recalled on OT.
2

Even when appreciable forgetting occurs--

approximately 50% for the majority of lists--the probability
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of being forgotten is no greater for items in 20-it:em its t<3

than for those in 5-item lists. However, one might,aigue

Insert Figure 2 1-,Cooni-, hol'e

that the OT in some way eliminated the effect of test-list

size on subsequent forgetting. note first of all, that very

fey: (less than 82;) of the items missed on OT were subsequently

recalled, Therefore, when usint; the forgottinz-as-a-function-

of-list-size notion, one might want to re-define the "effective"

test-list size in terms of the number of items stored in LTii

at the time of OT (see middle panel of Figure 1). Tacse

derived list-sizes would then be: for the original 5-item

list, 5 x .75 = 3.75 items; for the oric,inal 20-item list,

20 x .52 = 10.40 items. Thus, even with these derived

estimates of effective list size, the forgetting interpretation

(Shiffrin, 1970a; Shiffrin, 1970'0, P. 418) would predict

differential forgetting as a function of test-list,size, but

this did not occur (see Figure 2).

Taken together these data support the lack-of-storage

interpretation rather than the forgetting interpretationsami

suggest that (a) the intervening-list sine:; emploied wore not

large enough to produce forgetting from TRH during the trial

on the intervening list--this floor effect logically prohibits

the comparison of the amounts of forgetting produced by 5-item

vs 20-item intervening lists--and (b) test-list size affects

7
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4:11s sa:a3 situai;lon is stlastecl. i: .ff:'ins

?or 0:4amp:ie, the unconditionc0 >robabty correct f.-r a 20-

item DT lf.st after a 20-item intervening list was .12. When

the same 20-item list was studied, followed y 20 seconds of

aritmotic, and, then recalled. (i.e., interveng

the probability correct was .16 (Shiffrin, personal coz;-

munication, 1970). The difference between these two prob-

abilities (i.e., .16 - .12 = .04) is almost surely nonsig-

nificant, suggesting that the 20-item interven:Ing list pro-

duced a negligible amount of forgetting from LT :i in Shiffrin's

study. Therefore, oven if the 5-item .intervening list had

produced less forgetting than the 20-item intervening list,

the effect would not have been detectable because of the floor

effect on the absolute amount of forgett2ar, from LTii.

noncued FT, there was actually less foretting of

items from 20-item lists than from 5-item lists, due to the

fact that the probability of forgetting the entire category

was lower in the former than in the latter. Lence, the cued

FT data are more appropriate for the present issue of for-

getting of individual items.
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7-1 -
1. PerThr;:!--xo on C-..olycz. toot

tcot (OT) as a function of :;t-liot sizo and intorvening-

2. Proportion of items miosed (forgotton) o:' t:Io cueci

final-recall test, given corroot on t orizinal test,

list size and. or....'er. of list.4'un "4 n

(Note: data are from lists which had no DT.)
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